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a b s t r a c t
This study contributes to accounting and auditing literature by
addressing two empirical questions: (1) whether litigation environment affects auditors’ decisions to accept clients’ aggressive
reporting and (2) whether litigation environment, client business
risk, and client retention pressure interact and jointly affect auditors’ decisions to go along with clients’ preferred accounting
choices. Fifty-nine (59) US and sixty-one (61) Hong Kong auditors
employed by the Big-4 accounting ﬁrms participated in this study.
The result shows that litigation environment has a signiﬁcant
effect on auditors’ decisions. Auditors who practice in more litigious environments tend to be less willing to go along with clients’
aggressive reporting than those who practice in less litigious environments. This study also conﬁrms that there is a signiﬁcant interactive effect between litigation environment, client business risk,
and client retention pressure on auditors’ decisions to accept clients’ aggressive reporting choices. Implications of the empirical
ﬁndings for policymakers, standard-setting organizations, and
international accounting ﬁrms, as well as directions for future
studies, are discussed.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and motivation
The impacts of public policy on the accounting profession through the enactment of laws and
regulations have been well-documented and can be traced back to the 1930s.2 Among those policies
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enforced, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) probably has had the most far-reaching effect on public accounting ﬁrms and auditors. As DeFond and Francis (2005) stated, the passage of SOX provided a strong indication that policymakers, regulators, and market participants have recognized the crucial role of auditing
in US capital markets. According to SOX, US or foreign public accounting ﬁrms3 that issue or furnish evidence to be part of audit reports related to US public companies are required to register with the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB). All registered public accounting ﬁrms are to be treated
the same way as ﬁrms organized and operating under US laws, regardless of their geographic locations or
the jurisdictions of audit practices. If they violate SOX, registered public accounting ﬁrms are subject to
the same legal, regulatory and economic consequences.
Unlike for previously-enacted laws and regulations, US policymakers have deliberately broadened
the coverage of SOX to accounting ﬁrms and auditors practicing outside of US jurisdictions. There are
two primary reasons for this extension. One is that many US multinational enterprises (MNEs) have
rapidly expanded businesses into global markets. Such expansions allow MNEs to generate a signiﬁcant percentage of their revenues from overseas operations.4 Since the global business trend is expected to continue, managing partners of MNE engagements, typically from US ofﬁces, have to rely on
procedures conducted and evidence collected by auditors employed by accounting ﬁrms in foreign countries. Therefore, the quality of audit judgments made by professionals practicing in foreign jurisdictions
could, in turn, affect the quality of US MNEs’ ﬁnancial statements. Because of this dependency, US
accounting ﬁrms and managing partners of audit engagements could expose themselves to legal and economic consequences under SOX, if audit judgments made by foreign professionals turn out to be substandard. To address this concern proactively, executives of US accounting ﬁrms and managing
partners of MNE engagements must understand what factors, and to what extent these factors, may affect foreign auditors’ professional judgments.
The other reason for expanding the coverage of SOX to auditors who practice in foreign jurisdictions is that many foreign companies have chosen to list their American Depository Receipts (ADR)
in US capital markets.5 Since these companies are headquartered in foreign countries, their ﬁnancial
statements are, and will continue to be, audited by auditors who practice outside of US jurisdiction.
To ensure the quality of ﬁnancial statements ﬁled by these foreign ﬁrms with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and used by US stakeholders, it is essential for US policymakers and regulators
to understand whether certain jurisdiction-speciﬁc factors may cause foreign auditors to reach different
audit decisions than are reached by their US counterparts based on the exact same audit scenario. Such
an understanding would allow policymakers and regulators in the US to take action proactively to protect stakeholders of foreign companies listed in US exchanges.
Since SOX has reshaped the landscape of US and international accounting practices, DeFond and
Francis (2005) indicate that it is important to conduct cross-country audit research because it creates
a setting for researchers to investigate the effect of institutional arrangements on audit judgments. In
this study, we invited US and Hong Kong auditors to participate in the experiment because they represent professionals who practice in two jurisdictions with distinctive litigation environments. A comparison of decisions made by auditors employed in the US and in Hong Kong allows us to control
several important institutional factors, such as legal systems/origins, shareholder rights, ﬁnancial
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